8068. O’Sullivan (Anne) (ed.), Ó Riain (Pádraig) (assist. ed.): Poems on Marcher Lords, from a sixteenth-century Tipperary manuscript / edited by Anne O’SULLIVAN, assisted by Pádraig Ó RIAIN.


Five poems, edited from MS BL Additional 33993: I. Elegy for John Cantwell, Archbishop of Cashel 1452-1482 (42 qq., beg. Lubhghart gan fháil in eagna); II. Elegy for James Purcell, baron of Loughmoe (70 qq., beg. Maírig dar chumthach in chumha); III. Elegy for Tadhg O Carroll of Rathanny (50 qq., beg. Ní dhiarm nach osbhaidh ég Taidhg); IV. Elegy for Philip Hackett of Ballysheehan (42 qq., beg. Decair comhall don chumhaidh); V. In praise of Piaras Butler, lord of Cahir 1449-64 (25 qq., beg. Maith in conách ch’u gaiscídh). With English translation and textual notes.
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